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explores the events that led to world war ii and the
attack on pearl harbor follows the major events of
american participation in the war at home and
overseas and examines the american international
role after the war presents a comprehensive
discussion of the origins events campaigns and
personalities of world war ii studies the causes social
and economic impact and military strategies of world
war i and profiles the world leaders who played
important roles in the war s outcome historical
personal and technical aspects of the second world
war are explored in this six book series each book
examines a different facet of the war from the military
machines and battles to the leaders who brought their
people through the terrible times details of military
weaponry battle plans and personalities will bring this
conflict alive for readers world war ii was a very
different war than had previously been fought in the
course of history new technologies and ideas were
employed making way for widespread death and new
atrocities this book is a valuable resource that follows
the war from the rise of hitler to the dropping of the
atomic bombs through blitzkrieg and bombings to the
treaty that finally ended it all noting the effects upon
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future world politics john norris shows how logistics
though less glamorous than details of the fighting
itself played a decisive role in the outcome of every
campaign and battle of world war two the author
marshals some astounding facts and figures to convey
the sheer scale of the task all belligerents faced to
equip vast forces and supply them in the field he also
draws on first hand accounts to illustrate what this
meant for the men and women in the logistics chain
and those depending on it at the sharp end many of
the vehicles from supply trucks to pack mules and
other relevant hardware are discussed and illustrated
with numerous photographs this first volume of two
looks at the early years of the war so we see for
example how hitlers panzer divisions were kept rolling
in the blitzkrieg a german division in 1940 still had
around 5000 horses requiring hundreds of tonnes of
fodder and the british armys disastrous loss of
equipment at dunkirk this is a fascinating and
valuable study of a neglected aspect of world war two
a masterful and comprehensive chronicle of world war
ii by internationally bestselling historian antony
beevor over the past two decades antony beevor has
established himself as one of the world s premier
historians of wwii his multi award winning books have
included stalingrad and the fall of berlin 1945 now in
his newest and most ambitious book he turns his focus
to one of the bloodiest and most tragic events of the
twentieth century the second world war in this
searing narrative that takes us from hitler s invasion
of poland on september 1st 1939 to v j day on august
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14 1945 and the war s aftermath beevor describes the
conflict and its global reach one that included every
major power the result is a dramatic and breathtaking
single volume history that provides a remarkably
intimate account of the war that more than any other
still commands attention and an audience thrillingly
written and brilliantly researched beevor s grand and
provocative account is destined to become the
definitive work on this complex tragic and endlessly
fascinating period in world history and confirms once
more that he is a military historian of the first rank
presents the history of the united states participation
in world war ii including the role of women and
african americans and the internment of japanese
americans a stunning achievement of research and
storytelling that weaves together the major fronts of
wwi into a single sweeping narrative publishers
weekly starred review it was to be the war to end all
wars and it began at 11 15 on the morning of june 28
1914 in an outpost of the austro hungarian empire
called sarajevo it would officially end nearly five years
later unofficially however it has never ended many of
the horrors we live with today are rooted in the first
world war the great war left millions of civilians and
soldiers maimed or dead it also saw the creation of
new technologies of destruction tanks planes and
submarines machine guns and field artillery poison
gas and chemical warfare it introduced u boat packs
and strategic bombing unrestricted war on civilians
and mistreatment of prisoners but the war changed
our world in far more fundamental ways than these in
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its wake empires toppled monarchies fell and whole
populations lost their national identities as political
systems and geographic boundaries were realigned
the social order shifted seismically manners and
cultural norms literature and the arts education and
class distinctions all underwent a vast sea change as
historian martin gilbert demonstrates in this majestic
opus of historical synthesis the twentieth century can
be said to have been born on that fateful morning in
june of 1914 publishers weekly starred review one of
the first books that anyone should read to try to
understand this war and this century the new york
times book review winner of the pulitzer prize the
richest and most powerful single document of the
american experience in world war ii the boston globe
the good war is a testament not only to the experience
of war but to the extraordinary skill of studs terkel as
an interviewer and oral historian from a pipe fitter s
apprentice at pearl harbor to a crew member of the
flight that dropped the atomic bomb on nagasaki his
subjects are open and unrelenting in their analyses of
themselves and their experiences producing what
people magazine has called a splendid epic history of
wwii with this volume terkel expanded his scope to
the global and the historical and the result is a
masterpiece of oral history tremendously compelling
somehow dramatic and intimate at the same time as if
one has stumbled on private accounts in letters locked
in attic trunks in terms of plain human interest mr
terkel may well have put together the most vivid
collection of world war ii sketches ever gathered
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between covers the new york times book review i
promise you will remember your war years if you were
alive then with extraordinary vividness as you go
through studs terkel s book or if you are too young to
remember this is the best place to get a sense of what
people were feeling chicago tribune a powerful book
repeatedly moving and profoundly disturbing people
world war ii was the largest and most violent armed
conflict in the history of mankind however the half
century that now separates us from that conflict has
exacted its toll on our collective knowledge while
world war ii continues to absorb the interest of
military scholars and historians as well as its veterans
a generation of americans has grown to maturity
largely unaware of the political social and military
implications of a war that more than any other united
us as a people with a common purpose highly relevant
today world war ii has much to teach us not only
about the profession of arms but also about military
preparedness global strategy and combined
operations in the coalition war against fascism during
the next several years the u s army will participate in
the nation s 50th anniversary commemoration of
world war ii the commemoration will include the
publication of various materials to help educate
americans about that war the works produced will
provide great opportunities to learn about and renew
pride in an army that fought so magnificently in what
has been called the mighty endeavor a brief history of
the u s army in world war ii highlights the major
ground force campaigns during the six years of the
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war offers suggestions for further reading and
provides americans an opportunity to learn about the
army s role in world war ii world war ii explores the
secrets of world war ii throughout the war both sides
made great efforts to uncover enemy plans and keep
their own secrets hidden they engaged in secret
operations plots and missions always attempting to
wrongfoot the enemy or take them by surprise the
story of hungary s participation in world war ii is part
of a much larger narrative one that has never before
been fully recounted for a non hungarian readership
as told by deborah cornelius it is a fascinating tale of
rise and fall of hopes dashed and dreams in tatters
using previously untapped sources and interviews she
conducted for this book cornelius provides a clear
account of hungary s attempt to regain the glory of
the hungarian kingdom by joining forces with nazi
germany a decision that today seems doomed to fail
from the start for scholars and history buff s alike
hungary in world war ii is a riveting read cornelius
begins her study with the treaty of trianon which in
1920 spelled out the terms of defeat for the former
kingdom the new country of hungary lost more than
70 percent of the kingdom s territory saw its
population reduced by nearly the same percentage
and was stripped of five of its ten most populous cities
as cornelius makes vividly clear nearly all of the
actions of hungarian leaders during the succeeding
decades can be traced back to this incalculable defeat
in the early years of world war ii hungary enjoyed
boom times and the dream of restoring the hungarian
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kingdom began to rise again caught in the middle as
the war engulfed europe hungary was drawn into an
alliance with nazi germany when the germans
appeared to give hungary much of its pre world war i
territory hungarians began to delude themselves into
believing they had won their long sought objective
instead the final year of the world war brought
widespread destruction and a genocidal war against
hungarian jews caught between two warring
behemoths the country became a battleground for
german and soviet forces in the wake of the war
hungary suffered further devastation under soviet
occupation and forty five years of communist rule the
author first became interested in hungary in 1957 and
has visited the country numerous times beginning in
the 1970s over the years she has talked with many
hungarians both scholars and everyday people
hungary in world war ii draws skillfully on these
personal tales to narrate events before during and
after world war ii it provides a comprehensive and
highly readable history of hungarian participation in
the war along with an explanation of hungarian
motivation the attempt of a defeated nation to relive
its former triumphs surveys the bureaucratic mistakes
including poor weapons and strategic blunders that
marked america s entry into world war ii showing how
these errors were overcome by the citizens waging
the war in this unique view of winston churchill
readers see him first as he fought world war ii and
then as he wrote six volumes of memoirs about the
war which secured his reputation and shaped the
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public s understanding of the conflict 16 page photo
insert this english translation of the original russian
work is thought provoking challenging the official
version of what happened during world war ii
firetrench the memory of the second world war on the
eastern front still referred to in modern russia as the
great patriotic war is an essential element of russian
identity and history as alive today as it was in stalin s
time it is represented as a defining episode a positive
historical myth that sustains the russian national idea
and unites the majority of russian citizens as a result
as boris sokolov shows in this powerful and thought
provoking study the heroic and tragic side of the war
is highlighted while the dark side the incompetent
negligent and even criminal way the war was run is
overlooked although almost eighty years have passed
since the defeat of nazi germany he demonstrates that
many of the fabrications put forward during the war
and immediately afterwards persist into the present
day in a sequence of incisive chapters he uncovers the
truth about famous wartime episodes that have been
consistently misrepresented his bold reinterpretation
should go some way towards dispelling the enduring
myths about the great patriotic war it is necessary
reading for anyone who is keen to understand how it
continues to be distorted in russia today love history
know your stuff with history in an hour don t read this
book if you want facts and figures about
circumstances in world war ii don t read this book if
you want the details about a battle or the strategy
used in leading up to a particular period in the war
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this book is an account of the second world war from
the german point of view written by german generals
who were in command at the time as well as other
german military experts based on first hand german
sources and available russian material the first world
war is a subject that has fascinated the public as well
as the academic community since the close of
hostilities in 1918 over the past thirty years in
particular the historiography associated with the
conflict has expanded considerably to include studies
whose emphases range between the economic social
cultural literary and imperial aspects of the war all
coinciding with revisions to perceptions of its military
context nevertheless much of the discussion of the
first world war remains confined to the experiences of
a narrow collection of european armies on the
battlefields of northern france and belgium this
volume seeks to push the focus away from the western
front and to draw out the multi spectral nature of the
conflict examining forgotten theatres and neglected
experiences the chapters explore the question of what
total war meant for the lives of people around the
world implicated in this momentous event broadening
current debates on the first world war as well as
developing reinforcing and refining the existing
categories of analysis the chapters are grouped into
sections that reflect neglected elements of the
transnational interpretation of the conflict and aspects
of the total war debate these encompass alternative
forms of mobilisation issues of neutrality ideas of
racial identity and the scope of violence the volume
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thus not only expands first world war studies but also
contributes to the wider discourse on the shifting
nature of warfare in the nineteenth and twentieth
centuries with chapters by leading scholars and early
career researchers this volume draws on a diverse
range of original archival research undertaken across
disciplinary and national boundaries the contributions
to the volume provide an analysis of the conflict that
draws out its full breadth and complexity the first
world war demonstrated the critically important
relationship between national mobilisation and total
war and saw multiple mobilisations and re
mobilisations of european populations this theme is
explored at the national regional and local levels
through examinations of the sicilian province of
catania the role of science in france and britain and
the utilisation of the narrative of maritime heroism
surrounding the british sailor jack cornwell for europe
s neutrals the first world war was often as total in its
effects as for those states engaged in military
operations chapters analyse the diverse range of these
experiences of neutrality from the economy and
people of the netherlands to the attitudes of
switzerland s intellectuals racial interpretations of
modern conflict have defined much of the
historiography of total war the complexities of racial
analysis with respect to total war are highlighted in
chapters dealing with white colonial internees in
german east africa the treatment of prisoners of war
in europe and the recruitment of india s primitive
peoples for service in labour units the final section of
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the volume considers the scale and broad scope of the
violence unleashed during the first world war
chapters on the continuation of german naval war
culture after the conflict the shaping of personal
narratives of the war in the ottoman empire and anti
alien violence among veterans in canada serve to
reinforce the extent to which the conflict affected
wider aspects of twentieth century history around the
globe other combatants other fronts sheds light on the
diverse experiences of neutral and belligerent states
and their combatants and civilians during the
tumultuous events of 1914 18 this brings to the fore
the extent to which the mechanisms of conflict
developed during the struggle had a truly global reach
and the impact this has had ever since in defining
modern conflict the collection reinforces the notion
that although the first world war was a vast and often
bewildering industrial conflict it was ultimately a very
human phenomenon an account of world war ii from
the perspective of historians and firsthand observers
this study seeks to provide readers with an accurate
picture of how the war was perceived at the time it
was fought as longtime head of french intelligence
count de marenches served as the confidant and
adviser to the world s most powerful men charles de
gaulle henry kissinger and ronald reagan are among
the statesmen princes and presidents from around the
globe who sought and still seek his advice now in this
startling book he describes his life in global
intelligence from world war ii to the present including
his reflections on world leaders from churchill to
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gorbachev and delivers a chilling state of the world
message de marenches together with foreign affairs
commentator david a andelman holds that we have
passed through three world wars in this century the
first and second world wars and the cold war only to
find ourselves now engaged in the deadliest conflict of
all the fourth world war is pitting north against south
nations with continuous traditions against those with
a history of cultural religious and military upheaval it
is a war waged by terrorist networks and drug cartels
unassailable through conventional strategies
intelligence the authors hold will be the crucial
weapon in this fourth world war in which all parties
will be forced to fight by terrorist rules regarded as
one of the great geopolitical seers of our time count
de marenches reveals in the fourth world war his own
prominent yet covert role in world politics including
his impact on american foreign policy and details the
inner workings of the world s most powerful
intelligence agencies the fourth world war is a
compelling memoir and a spellbinding warning for our
times book jacket title summary field provided by
blackwell north america inc all rights reserved a
graphic portrayal of the life of private soldiers the
authors convey every aspect of what it was like to
fight for the german army during world war two the
book is based on first hand accounts by veterans who
served during the war a comprehensive history of how
women of the united states served their country
during the first world war interweaving personal
stories with historical photos and background this
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lively account documents the history of the more than
40 000 women who served in relief and military duty
during world war i through personal interviews and
excerpts from diaries letters and memoirs lettie gavin
relates poignant stories of women s wartime
experiences and provides a unique perspective on
their progress in military service american women in
world war i captures the spirit of these determined
patriots and their times for every reader and will be of
special interest to military women s and social
historians gavin draws from the full range of possible
sources for this excellent volume the number of
american women who served in world war i ran into
the tens of thousands t hey overcame sexism racism
bureaucratic inertia shells gas the spanish influenza
long hours short rations and poor quarters to
accomplish a prodigious amount of work highly
recommendable booklist gavin has assembled a
comprehensive awe inspiring record of the
indomitable spirit of women amidst shells fire
chemical warfare raw winter cold and all the
gruesome realities of war women served over there in
ways which have been lost in representations of the
great war register women in military service to
america gavin does an outstanding job of sparking a
new interest in the contributions of women during
world war i this book is highly recommended for
anyone interested in the history of that conflict the
journal of america s military past sixty million people
died in the second world war and still they tell us it
was the peoples war the official history of the second
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world war is victors history this is the history of the
second world war without the patriotic whitewash the
second world war was not fought to stop fascism or to
liberate europe it was a war between imperialist
powers to decide which among them would rule over
the world a division of the spoils of empire and an iron
cage for working people enslaved to the war
production drive the unpatriotic history of the second
world war explains why the great powers fought most
of their war not in their own countries but in colonies
in north africa in the far east and in germanys hoped
for empire in the east find out how wildcat strikes
partisans in europe and asia and soldiers mutinies
came close to ending the war and find out how the
allies invaded europe and the far east to save
capitalism from being overthrown james heartfield
challenges the received wisdom of the second world
war this invaluable resource offers students a
comprehensive overview of the german war machine
that overran much of europe during world war ii with
close to 300 entries on a variety of topics and a
number of key primary source documents this book
provides everything the reader needs to know about
the german war machine that developed into the
potent armed force under adolf hitler this expansive
encyclopedia covers the period of the german third
reich from january 1933 to the end of world war ii in
europe in may 1945 dozens of entries on key battles
and military campaigns military and political leaders
military and intelligence organizations and social and
political topics that shaped german military conduct
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during world war ii are followed by an illuminating
epilogue that outlines why germany lost world war ii a
documents section includes more than a dozen
fascinating primary sources on such significant events
as the tripartite pact among germany italy and japan
the battle of stalingrad the normandy invasion the
ardennes offensive and germany s surrender in
addition six appendices provide detailed information
on a variety of topics such as german aces military
commanders and military medals and decorations the
book ends with a chronology and a bibliography of
print resources three heroes of assisi in world war ii
by josef raischl ofs and fr andre cirino ofmit is
certainly safe to say that three heroes of assisi in
world war ii will be an eye opener to the reader with
even a small taste for history warren j rouse ofm santa
barbara province california this text was prepared by
two authors who have a special bond with assisi and
its saints francis and clare to whom they have
dedicated their studies and their widespread and
somewhat complementary interests the first author
josef raischl ofs who lives in dachau germany studied
in rome at the capuchin historical institute and in
england at the franciscan international study centre
canterbury the second author andré cirino ofm taught
at the above mentioned study centre and for more
than thirty years has been leading pilgrimages to this
franciscan city deeply imbibing its spiritual
atmosphere and historical memory from this blend of
their interests has come this book whose goal is to let
the whole world know about the three heroes of assisi
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bishop giuseppe placido nicolini colonel valentin
müller md and assisi priest don aldo brunacci pio de
giuli director of periodical subasio assisithe book is an
almost seamless collection of extracts from works by
reputable historians and principals in the events of
the fateful period especially bishop nicolini and don
brunacci an important chapter authored by raischl
and cirino deals with the german commander colonel
valentin müller his efforts to spare assisi from
destruction and to aid its citizens and many refugees
jews also hidden among them are carefully chronicled
paul rotondi ofm immaculate conception province ny
the second world war ended the nazi attempt to
establish germany as the dominant power in europe
and the world and japan s aim of controlling south
east asia and the pacific it also resulted in the
creation of two super powers and led to the cold war a
w purdue provides one of the most concise yet
comprehensive accounts of the entire course of world
war two covering both the european and the asian
pacific conflicts thoroughly revised and updated in the
light of the latest scholarship this second edition of an
established text challenges accepted views and
reassesses the war rejecting the simplistic concept of
a war against fascism discusses the historiography
and critically analyses key themes and issues as well
as examining current debates considers changes in
popular attitudes to the second world war ideal for
students and general readers alike this is an essential
introduction to the causes nature and significance of
world war two from the perspective of the twenty first
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century an account of the dramatic turning point in
world war ii that marked the dawn of american might
and the struggle for supremacy in southeast asia
times higher education in far flung locations around
the globe an unparalleled sequence of international
events took place between december 1 and december
12 1941 in this riveting book historian evan mawdsley
explores how the story unfolded on monday december
1 1941 the japanese government made its final
decision to attack britain and america in the following
days the red army launched a counterthrust in
moscow while the japanese bombed pearl harbor and
invaded malaya by december 12 hitler had declared
war on the united states the collapse of british forces
in malaya had begun and hitler had secretly laid out
his policy of genocide churchill was leaving london to
meet roosevelt as anthony eden arrived in russia to
discuss the postwar world with stalin combined these
occurrences brought about a new war as churchill put
it with japan and america deeply involved and russia
resurgent this book a truly international history
examines the momentous happenings of december
1941 from a variety of perspectives it shows that their
significance is clearly understood only when they are
viewed together marks the change from a continental
war into a global war in an original and interesting
way the sunday telegraph seven books of the year
suspenseful mawdsley embarks on the action from the
first day and never lets up in this crisp chronological
study a rigorous sharp survey of this decisive moment
in the war kirkus reviews when the united states
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entered world war i in april 1917 the clamoring in the
press for a strong army largely overshadowed the
need for considerable naval contributions to the war
effort although it was small at the time the u s navy
transported thousands of doughboys to france all the
while battling the predatory german u boats henry
ford tried to put his mass production techniques to
work to produce hundreds of submarine chasers to
patrol american coastlines the fledgling naval air
service was assigned the daunting task of dealing with
enemy aircraft over france and in the adriatic sea this
is the personal account of men who served on the sea
and in the air as well as the captains of industry who
made victory possible industrial innovations
contributed greatly to the allied cause george
eastman s kodak company developed ship and aircraft
camouflage and the general electric company
perfected the hydrophone a precursor to modern
sonar while many are aware of the exploits of eddie
rickenbacker the u s army s ace few know that the
navy also had an ace after more than 80 years these
forgotten naval heroes receive the recognition that
they well deserve in an account that attempts to give
the war a human face through personal diaries letters
and photographs world war one a concise history the
great war the first world war was supposed to be the
war that ended all wars hence the name the great war
the great war was off to a bad start from the german
perspective the plan was to fend off france and russia
while focusing on the main purpose helping austria
hungary deal with serbia the loss of life in the great
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war was immense scott s other books unforgettable
world war ii aftermath of the extraordinary second
world war unforgettable vietnam war the american
war in vietnam war in the jungle hitler s war and the
horrific account of the holocaust on the brink of
nuclear war cuban missile crisis soviet union cuba and
the united states the forgotten heroes untold stories
of the extraordinary world war ii courage survival
resistance and rescue the forgotten women heroes
second world war untold stories the women heroes in
the extraordinary world war two this is a first world
war history book this study is among the first works in
english to comprehensively address the scandinavian
first world war experience in the larger international
context of the war it surveys the complex relationship
between the belligerent great powers and northern
europe s neutral small states in times of crisis and war
the book s overreaching rationale draws upon three
underlying conceptual fields neutrality and
international law hegemony and great power politics
as well as diplomacy and policy making of small states
in the international arena from a variety of angles it
examines the question of how neutrality was
understood and perceived negotiated and dealt with
both among the scandinavian states and the
belligerent major powers especially britain germany
and russia for a long time the experience of neutral
countries during the first world war was seen as
marginal and was overshadowed by the experiences of
occupation and collaboration brought about by the
second world war in this book jonas demonstrates
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how this perception has changed with neutrality
becoming an integral part of the multiple narratives of
the first world war it is an important contribution to
the international history of the first world war cultural
historically influenced approaches to diplomatic
history and the growing area of neutrality studies a
comparative analysis of how world war i has been
remembered in film it looks at how national cinemas
were mobilised as part of the war effort and at how
subsequently film makers shaped the memory and
legacy of the war in later years it then takes a
comparative approach with case studies on britain the
united states and russia and includes essays which
examine the film production of other combatant
nations germany france italy australia canada and
poland the films examined include all quiet on the
western front gallipoli j accuse the grand illusion the
big parade westfront 1918 and regeneration as well as
lesser known titles from the period 1920 to 1990 the
soviet union was the first nation to allow women pilots
to fly combat missions during world war ii the red air
force formed three all female units grouped into
separate fighter dive bomber and night bomber
regiments while also recruiting other women to fly
with mostly male units their amazing story fully
recounted for the first time by reina pennington
honors a group of fearless and determined women
whose exploits have not yet received the recognition
they deserve pennington chronicles the creation
organization and leadership of these regiments as well
as the experiences of the pilots navigators bomb
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loaders mechanics and others who made up their
ranks all within the context of the soviet air war on
the eastern front these regiments flew a combined
total of more than 30 000 combat sorties produced at
least thirty heroes of the soviet union and included at
least two fighter aces among their ranks were women
like marina raskova the soviet amelia earhart a
renowned aviator who persuaded stalin in 1941 to
establish the all women regiments the daredevil night
witches who flew ramshackle biplanes on nocturnal
bombing missions over german frontlines and fighter
aces like liliia litviak whose twelve kills are largely
unknown in the west here too is the story of alexander
gridnev a fighter pilot twice arrested by the soviet
secret police before he was chosen to command the
women s fighter regiment going well beyond the
handful of uncritical journalistic or poorly documented
previous accounts pennington draws upon personal
interviews and the soviet archives to detail the
recruitment training and combat lives of these women
deftly mixinganecdote with analysis her work should
find a wide readership among scholars and buffs
interested in the history of aviation world war ii or the
russian military as well as anyone concerned with the
contentious debates surrounding military and combat
service for women using the recollections of 562
former paratroopers breuer recreates the glory of
world war ii airborne battles it covers the events from
may of 1940 when america s understrength army did
not have a single paratrooper to the dramatic rise of
the fledgling airborne service that would become the
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largest and most powerful in history in absolute war
acclaimed historian and journalist chris bellamy crafts
the first full account since the fall of the soviet union
of world war ii s battle on the eastern front one of the
deadliest conflicts in history the conflict on the
eastern front fought between the soviet union and
nazi germany between 1941 and 1945 was the
greatest most costly and most brutal conflict on land
in human history it was arguably the single most
decisive factor of the war and shaped the postwar
world as we know it in this magisterial work bellamy
outlines the lead up to the war in which the fragile
alliance between the two dictators was
unceremoniously broken and examines its far
reaching consequences arguing that the cost of
victory was ultimately too much for the soviet union to
bear with breadth of scope and a surfeit of new
information this is the definitive history of a conflict
whose reverberations are still felt today



America in World War II
2006-12-15
explores the events that led to world war ii and the
attack on pearl harbor follows the major events of
american participation in the war at home and
overseas and examines the american international
role after the war

History of World War II. 2005
presents a comprehensive discussion of the origins
events campaigns and personalities of world war ii

The First World War 1999
studies the causes social and economic impact and
military strategies of world war i and profiles the
world leaders who played important roles in the war s
outcome

World War II 1997-09
historical personal and technical aspects of the second
world war are explored in this six book series each
book examines a different facet of the war from the
military machines and battles to the leaders who
brought their people through the terrible times details
of military weaponry battle plans and personalities
will bring this conflict alive for readers



World War II 2009-10-01
world war ii was a very different war than had
previously been fought in the course of history new
technologies and ideas were employed making way for
widespread death and new atrocities this book is a
valuable resource that follows the war from the rise of
hitler to the dropping of the atomic bombs through
blitzkrieg and bombings to the treaty that finally
ended it all noting the effects upon future world
politics

Logistics in World War II
2020-04-30
john norris shows how logistics though less glamorous
than details of the fighting itself played a decisive role
in the outcome of every campaign and battle of world
war two the author marshals some astounding facts
and figures to convey the sheer scale of the task all
belligerents faced to equip vast forces and supply
them in the field he also draws on first hand accounts
to illustrate what this meant for the men and women
in the logistics chain and those depending on it at the
sharp end many of the vehicles from supply trucks to
pack mules and other relevant hardware are
discussed and illustrated with numerous photographs
this first volume of two looks at the early years of the
war so we see for example how hitlers panzer
divisions were kept rolling in the blitzkrieg a german



division in 1940 still had around 5000 horses
requiring hundreds of tonnes of fodder and the british
armys disastrous loss of equipment at dunkirk this is a
fascinating and valuable study of a neglected aspect
of world war two

The Second World War
2012-06-05
a masterful and comprehensive chronicle of world war
ii by internationally bestselling historian antony
beevor over the past two decades antony beevor has
established himself as one of the world s premier
historians of wwii his multi award winning books have
included stalingrad and the fall of berlin 1945 now in
his newest and most ambitious book he turns his focus
to one of the bloodiest and most tragic events of the
twentieth century the second world war in this
searing narrative that takes us from hitler s invasion
of poland on september 1st 1939 to v j day on august
14 1945 and the war s aftermath beevor describes the
conflict and its global reach one that included every
major power the result is a dramatic and breathtaking
single volume history that provides a remarkably
intimate account of the war that more than any other
still commands attention and an audience thrillingly
written and brilliantly researched beevor s grand and
provocative account is destined to become the
definitive work on this complex tragic and endlessly
fascinating period in world history and confirms once



more that he is a military historian of the first rank

タイヘイヨウセンソウ 1986
presents the history of the united states participation
in world war ii including the role of women and
african americans and the internment of japanese
americans

World War II 2003
a stunning achievement of research and storytelling
that weaves together the major fronts of wwi into a
single sweeping narrative publishers weekly starred
review it was to be the war to end all wars and it
began at 11 15 on the morning of june 28 1914 in an
outpost of the austro hungarian empire called
sarajevo it would officially end nearly five years later
unofficially however it has never ended many of the
horrors we live with today are rooted in the first world
war the great war left millions of civilians and soldiers
maimed or dead it also saw the creation of new
technologies of destruction tanks planes and
submarines machine guns and field artillery poison
gas and chemical warfare it introduced u boat packs
and strategic bombing unrestricted war on civilians
and mistreatment of prisoners but the war changed
our world in far more fundamental ways than these in
its wake empires toppled monarchies fell and whole
populations lost their national identities as political
systems and geographic boundaries were realigned



the social order shifted seismically manners and
cultural norms literature and the arts education and
class distinctions all underwent a vast sea change as
historian martin gilbert demonstrates in this majestic
opus of historical synthesis the twentieth century can
be said to have been born on that fateful morning in
june of 1914 publishers weekly starred review one of
the first books that anyone should read to try to
understand this war and this century the new york
times book review

The First World War 2014-06-05
winner of the pulitzer prize the richest and most
powerful single document of the american experience
in world war ii the boston globe the good war is a
testament not only to the experience of war but to the
extraordinary skill of studs terkel as an interviewer
and oral historian from a pipe fitter s apprentice at
pearl harbor to a crew member of the flight that
dropped the atomic bomb on nagasaki his subjects are
open and unrelenting in their analyses of themselves
and their experiences producing what people
magazine has called a splendid epic history of wwii
with this volume terkel expanded his scope to the
global and the historical and the result is a
masterpiece of oral history tremendously compelling
somehow dramatic and intimate at the same time as if
one has stumbled on private accounts in letters locked
in attic trunks in terms of plain human interest mr
terkel may well have put together the most vivid



collection of world war ii sketches ever gathered
between covers the new york times book review i
promise you will remember your war years if you were
alive then with extraordinary vividness as you go
through studs terkel s book or if you are too young to
remember this is the best place to get a sense of what
people were feeling chicago tribune a powerful book
repeatedly moving and profoundly disturbing people

"The Good War" 2011-07-26
world war ii was the largest and most violent armed
conflict in the history of mankind however the half
century that now separates us from that conflict has
exacted its toll on our collective knowledge while
world war ii continues to absorb the interest of
military scholars and historians as well as its veterans
a generation of americans has grown to maturity
largely unaware of the political social and military
implications of a war that more than any other united
us as a people with a common purpose highly relevant
today world war ii has much to teach us not only
about the profession of arms but also about military
preparedness global strategy and combined
operations in the coalition war against fascism during
the next several years the u s army will participate in
the nation s 50th anniversary commemoration of
world war ii the commemoration will include the
publication of various materials to help educate
americans about that war the works produced will
provide great opportunities to learn about and renew



pride in an army that fought so magnificently in what
has been called the mighty endeavor a brief history of
the u s army in world war ii highlights the major
ground force campaigns during the six years of the
war offers suggestions for further reading and
provides americans an opportunity to learn about the
army s role in world war ii

A Brief History of the U.s. Army
in World War II 2013-12
world war ii explores the secrets of world war ii
throughout the war both sides made great efforts to
uncover enemy plans and keep their own secrets
hidden they engaged in secret operations plots and
missions always attempting to wrongfoot the enemy
or take them by surprise

World War II 2012-12-01
the story of hungary s participation in world war ii is
part of a much larger narrative one that has never
before been fully recounted for a non hungarian
readership as told by deborah cornelius it is a
fascinating tale of rise and fall of hopes dashed and
dreams in tatters using previously untapped sources
and interviews she conducted for this book cornelius
provides a clear account of hungary s attempt to
regain the glory of the hungarian kingdom by joining
forces with nazi germany a decision that today seems



doomed to fail from the start for scholars and history
buff s alike hungary in world war ii is a riveting read
cornelius begins her study with the treaty of trianon
which in 1920 spelled out the terms of defeat for the
former kingdom the new country of hungary lost more
than 70 percent of the kingdom s territory saw its
population reduced by nearly the same percentage
and was stripped of five of its ten most populous cities
as cornelius makes vividly clear nearly all of the
actions of hungarian leaders during the succeeding
decades can be traced back to this incalculable defeat
in the early years of world war ii hungary enjoyed
boom times and the dream of restoring the hungarian
kingdom began to rise again caught in the middle as
the war engulfed europe hungary was drawn into an
alliance with nazi germany when the germans
appeared to give hungary much of its pre world war i
territory hungarians began to delude themselves into
believing they had won their long sought objective
instead the final year of the world war brought
widespread destruction and a genocidal war against
hungarian jews caught between two warring
behemoths the country became a battleground for
german and soviet forces in the wake of the war
hungary suffered further devastation under soviet
occupation and forty five years of communist rule the
author first became interested in hungary in 1957 and
has visited the country numerous times beginning in
the 1970s over the years she has talked with many
hungarians both scholars and everyday people
hungary in world war ii draws skillfully on these



personal tales to narrate events before during and
after world war ii it provides a comprehensive and
highly readable history of hungarian participation in
the war along with an explanation of hungarian
motivation the attempt of a defeated nation to relive
its former triumphs

Hungary in World War II
2011-04-01
surveys the bureaucratic mistakes including poor
weapons and strategic blunders that marked america
s entry into world war ii showing how these errors
were overcome by the citizens waging the war

A Democracy at War 1995
in this unique view of winston churchill readers see
him first as he fought world war ii and then as he
wrote six volumes of memoirs about the war which
secured his reputation and shaped the public s
understanding of the conflict 16 page photo insert

In Command of History 2005
this english translation of the original russian work is
thought provoking challenging the official version of
what happened during world war ii firetrench the
memory of the second world war on the eastern front
still referred to in modern russia as the great patriotic



war is an essential element of russian identity and
history as alive today as it was in stalin s time it is
represented as a defining episode a positive historical
myth that sustains the russian national idea and
unites the majority of russian citizens as a result as
boris sokolov shows in this powerful and thought
provoking study the heroic and tragic side of the war
is highlighted while the dark side the incompetent
negligent and even criminal way the war was run is
overlooked although almost eighty years have passed
since the defeat of nazi germany he demonstrates that
many of the fabrications put forward during the war
and immediately afterwards persist into the present
day in a sequence of incisive chapters he uncovers the
truth about famous wartime episodes that have been
consistently misrepresented his bold reinterpretation
should go some way towards dispelling the enduring
myths about the great patriotic war it is necessary
reading for anyone who is keen to understand how it
continues to be distorted in russia today

Myths and Legends of the
Eastern Front 2020-01-19
love history know your stuff with history in an hour

World War One 2013
don t read this book if you want facts and figures
about circumstances in world war ii don t read this



book if you want the details about a battle or the
strategy used in leading up to a particular period in
the war

World War II, Film, and History
1996-09-16
this book is an account of the second world war from
the german point of view written by german generals
who were in command at the time as well as other
german military experts based on first hand german
sources and available russian material

These Valiant Men 2019-11-22
the first world war is a subject that has fascinated the
public as well as the academic community since the
close of hostilities in 1918 over the past thirty years in
particular the historiography associated with the
conflict has expanded considerably to include studies
whose emphases range between the economic social
cultural literary and imperial aspects of the war all
coinciding with revisions to perceptions of its military
context nevertheless much of the discussion of the
first world war remains confined to the experiences of
a narrow collection of european armies on the
battlefields of northern france and belgium this
volume seeks to push the focus away from the western
front and to draw out the multi spectral nature of the
conflict examining forgotten theatres and neglected



experiences the chapters explore the question of what
total war meant for the lives of people around the
world implicated in this momentous event broadening
current debates on the first world war as well as
developing reinforcing and refining the existing
categories of analysis the chapters are grouped into
sections that reflect neglected elements of the
transnational interpretation of the conflict and aspects
of the total war debate these encompass alternative
forms of mobilisation issues of neutrality ideas of
racial identity and the scope of violence the volume
thus not only expands first world war studies but also
contributes to the wider discourse on the shifting
nature of warfare in the nineteenth and twentieth
centuries with chapters by leading scholars and early
career researchers this volume draws on a diverse
range of original archival research undertaken across
disciplinary and national boundaries the contributions
to the volume provide an analysis of the conflict that
draws out its full breadth and complexity the first
world war demonstrated the critically important
relationship between national mobilisation and total
war and saw multiple mobilisations and re
mobilisations of european populations this theme is
explored at the national regional and local levels
through examinations of the sicilian province of
catania the role of science in france and britain and
the utilisation of the narrative of maritime heroism
surrounding the british sailor jack cornwell for europe
s neutrals the first world war was often as total in its
effects as for those states engaged in military



operations chapters analyse the diverse range of these
experiences of neutrality from the economy and
people of the netherlands to the attitudes of
switzerland s intellectuals racial interpretations of
modern conflict have defined much of the
historiography of total war the complexities of racial
analysis with respect to total war are highlighted in
chapters dealing with white colonial internees in
german east africa the treatment of prisoners of war
in europe and the recruitment of india s primitive
peoples for service in labour units the final section of
the volume considers the scale and broad scope of the
violence unleashed during the first world war
chapters on the continuation of german naval war
culture after the conflict the shaping of personal
narratives of the war in the ottoman empire and anti
alien violence among veterans in canada serve to
reinforce the extent to which the conflict affected
wider aspects of twentieth century history around the
globe other combatants other fronts sheds light on the
diverse experiences of neutral and belligerent states
and their combatants and civilians during the
tumultuous events of 1914 18 this brings to the fore
the extent to which the mechanisms of conflict
developed during the struggle had a truly global reach
and the impact this has had ever since in defining
modern conflict the collection reinforces the notion
that although the first world war was a vast and often
bewildering industrial conflict it was ultimately a very
human phenomenon



Decisive Battles of World War II
1965
an account of world war ii from the perspective of
historians and firsthand observers this study seeks to
provide readers with an accurate picture of how the
war was perceived at the time it was fought

Other Combatants, Other Fronts
2011-01-18
as longtime head of french intelligence count de
marenches served as the confidant and adviser to the
world s most powerful men charles de gaulle henry
kissinger and ronald reagan are among the statesmen
princes and presidents from around the globe who
sought and still seek his advice now in this startling
book he describes his life in global intelligence from
world war ii to the present including his reflections on
world leaders from churchill to gorbachev and
delivers a chilling state of the world message de
marenches together with foreign affairs commentator
david a andelman holds that we have passed through
three world wars in this century the first and second
world wars and the cold war only to find ourselves
now engaged in the deadliest conflict of all the fourth
world war is pitting north against south nations with
continuous traditions against those with a history of
cultural religious and military upheaval it is a war
waged by terrorist networks and drug cartels



unassailable through conventional strategies
intelligence the authors hold will be the crucial
weapon in this fourth world war in which all parties
will be forced to fight by terrorist rules regarded as
one of the great geopolitical seers of our time count
de marenches reveals in the fourth world war his own
prominent yet covert role in world politics including
his impact on american foreign policy and details the
inner workings of the world s most powerful
intelligence agencies the fourth world war is a
compelling memoir and a spellbinding warning for our
times book jacket title summary field provided by
blackwell north america inc all rights reserved

The Story of the Second World
War 1998
a graphic portrayal of the life of private soldiers the
authors convey every aspect of what it was like to
fight for the german army during world war two the
book is based on first hand accounts by veterans who
served during the war

The Fourth World War 1992
a comprehensive history of how women of the united
states served their country during the first world war
interweaving personal stories with historical photos
and background this lively account documents the
history of the more than 40 000 women who served in



relief and military duty during world war i through
personal interviews and excerpts from diaries letters
and memoirs lettie gavin relates poignant stories of
women s wartime experiences and provides a unique
perspective on their progress in military service
american women in world war i captures the spirit of
these determined patriots and their times for every
reader and will be of special interest to military
women s and social historians gavin draws from the
full range of possible sources for this excellent volume
the number of american women who served in world
war i ran into the tens of thousands t hey overcame
sexism racism bureaucratic inertia shells gas the
spanish influenza long hours short rations and poor
quarters to accomplish a prodigious amount of work
highly recommendable booklist gavin has assembled a
comprehensive awe inspiring record of the
indomitable spirit of women amidst shells fire
chemical warfare raw winter cold and all the
gruesome realities of war women served over there in
ways which have been lost in representations of the
great war register women in military service to
america gavin does an outstanding job of sparking a
new interest in the contributions of women during
world war i this book is highly recommended for
anyone interested in the history of that conflict the
journal of america s military past



The German Soldier in World
War II 2000
sixty million people died in the second world war and
still they tell us it was the peoples war the official
history of the second world war is victors history this
is the history of the second world war without the
patriotic whitewash the second world war was not
fought to stop fascism or to liberate europe it was a
war between imperialist powers to decide which
among them would rule over the world a division of
the spoils of empire and an iron cage for working
people enslaved to the war production drive the
unpatriotic history of the second world war explains
why the great powers fought most of their war not in
their own countries but in colonies in north africa in
the far east and in germanys hoped for empire in the
east find out how wildcat strikes partisans in europe
and asia and soldiers mutinies came close to ending
the war and find out how the allies invaded europe
and the far east to save capitalism from being
overthrown james heartfield challenges the received
wisdom of the second world war

American Women in World War I
2020-04-27
this invaluable resource offers students a
comprehensive overview of the german war machine
that overran much of europe during world war ii with



close to 300 entries on a variety of topics and a
number of key primary source documents this book
provides everything the reader needs to know about
the german war machine that developed into the
potent armed force under adolf hitler this expansive
encyclopedia covers the period of the german third
reich from january 1933 to the end of world war ii in
europe in may 1945 dozens of entries on key battles
and military campaigns military and political leaders
military and intelligence organizations and social and
political topics that shaped german military conduct
during world war ii are followed by an illuminating
epilogue that outlines why germany lost world war ii a
documents section includes more than a dozen
fascinating primary sources on such significant events
as the tripartite pact among germany italy and japan
the battle of stalingrad the normandy invasion the
ardennes offensive and germany s surrender in
addition six appendices provide detailed information
on a variety of topics such as german aces military
commanders and military medals and decorations the
book ends with a chronology and a bibliography of
print resources

Unpatriotic History of the
Second World War 2012-09-28
three heroes of assisi in world war ii by josef raischl
ofs and fr andre cirino ofmit is certainly safe to say
that three heroes of assisi in world war ii will be an



eye opener to the reader with even a small taste for
history warren j rouse ofm santa barbara province
california this text was prepared by two authors who
have a special bond with assisi and its saints francis
and clare to whom they have dedicated their studies
and their widespread and somewhat complementary
interests the first author josef raischl ofs who lives in
dachau germany studied in rome at the capuchin
historical institute and in england at the franciscan
international study centre canterbury the second
author andré cirino ofm taught at the above
mentioned study centre and for more than thirty years
has been leading pilgrimages to this franciscan city
deeply imbibing its spiritual atmosphere and historical
memory from this blend of their interests has come
this book whose goal is to let the whole world know
about the three heroes of assisi bishop giuseppe
placido nicolini colonel valentin müller md and assisi
priest don aldo brunacci pio de giuli director of
periodical subasio assisithe book is an almost
seamless collection of extracts from works by
reputable historians and principals in the events of
the fateful period especially bishop nicolini and don
brunacci an important chapter authored by raischl
and cirino deals with the german commander colonel
valentin müller his efforts to spare assisi from
destruction and to aid its citizens and many refugees
jews also hidden among them are carefully chronicled
paul rotondi ofm immaculate conception province ny



United States Army in World
War II. 1960
the second world war ended the nazi attempt to
establish germany as the dominant power in europe
and the world and japan s aim of controlling south
east asia and the pacific it also resulted in the
creation of two super powers and led to the cold war a
w purdue provides one of the most concise yet
comprehensive accounts of the entire course of world
war two covering both the european and the asian
pacific conflicts thoroughly revised and updated in the
light of the latest scholarship this second edition of an
established text challenges accepted views and
reassesses the war rejecting the simplistic concept of
a war against fascism discusses the historiography
and critically analyses key themes and issues as well
as examining current debates considers changes in
popular attitudes to the second world war ideal for
students and general readers alike this is an essential
introduction to the causes nature and significance of
world war two from the perspective of the twenty first
century

The German War Machine in
World War II 2019-12-02
an account of the dramatic turning point in world war
ii that marked the dawn of american might and the
struggle for supremacy in southeast asia times higher



education in far flung locations around the globe an
unparalleled sequence of international events took
place between december 1 and december 12 1941 in
this riveting book historian evan mawdsley explores
how the story unfolded on monday december 1 1941
the japanese government made its final decision to
attack britain and america in the following days the
red army launched a counterthrust in moscow while
the japanese bombed pearl harbor and invaded
malaya by december 12 hitler had declared war on the
united states the collapse of british forces in malaya
had begun and hitler had secretly laid out his policy of
genocide churchill was leaving london to meet
roosevelt as anthony eden arrived in russia to discuss
the postwar world with stalin combined these
occurrences brought about a new war as churchill put
it with japan and america deeply involved and russia
resurgent this book a truly international history
examines the momentous happenings of december
1941 from a variety of perspectives it shows that their
significance is clearly understood only when they are
viewed together marks the change from a continental
war into a global war in an original and interesting
way the sunday telegraph seven books of the year
suspenseful mawdsley embarks on the action from the
first day and never lets up in this crisp chronological
study a rigorous sharp survey of this decisive moment
in the war kirkus reviews



Three Heroes of Assisi in World
War II 2014-05-01
when the united states entered world war i in april
1917 the clamoring in the press for a strong army
largely overshadowed the need for considerable naval
contributions to the war effort although it was small
at the time the u s navy transported thousands of
doughboys to france all the while battling the
predatory german u boats henry ford tried to put his
mass production techniques to work to produce
hundreds of submarine chasers to patrol american
coastlines the fledgling naval air service was assigned
the daunting task of dealing with enemy aircraft over
france and in the adriatic sea this is the personal
account of men who served on the sea and in the air
as well as the captains of industry who made victory
possible industrial innovations contributed greatly to
the allied cause george eastman s kodak company
developed ship and aircraft camouflage and the
general electric company perfected the hydrophone a
precursor to modern sonar while many are aware of
the exploits of eddie rickenbacker the u s army s ace
few know that the navy also had an ace after more
than 80 years these forgotten naval heroes receive the
recognition that they well deserve in an account that
attempts to give the war a human face through
personal diaries letters and photographs



The Second World War
2011-08-25
world war one a concise history the great war the first
world war was supposed to be the war that ended all
wars hence the name the great war the great war was
off to a bad start from the german perspective the
plan was to fend off france and russia while focusing
on the main purpose helping austria hungary deal
with serbia the loss of life in the great war was
immense scott s other books unforgettable world war
ii aftermath of the extraordinary second world war
unforgettable vietnam war the american war in
vietnam war in the jungle hitler s war and the horrific
account of the holocaust on the brink of nuclear war
cuban missile crisis soviet union cuba and the united
states the forgotten heroes untold stories of the
extraordinary world war ii courage survival resistance
and rescue the forgotten women heroes second world
war untold stories the women heroes in the
extraordinary world war two this is a first world war
history book

The 409th Infantry in World War
II 1947
this study is among the first works in english to
comprehensively address the scandinavian first world
war experience in the larger international context of
the war it surveys the complex relationship between



the belligerent great powers and northern europe s
neutral small states in times of crisis and war the
book s overreaching rationale draws upon three
underlying conceptual fields neutrality and
international law hegemony and great power politics
as well as diplomacy and policy making of small states
in the international arena from a variety of angles it
examines the question of how neutrality was
understood and perceived negotiated and dealt with
both among the scandinavian states and the
belligerent major powers especially britain germany
and russia for a long time the experience of neutral
countries during the first world war was seen as
marginal and was overshadowed by the experiences of
occupation and collaboration brought about by the
second world war in this book jonas demonstrates
how this perception has changed with neutrality
becoming an integral part of the multiple narratives of
the first world war it is an important contribution to
the international history of the first world war cultural
historically influenced approaches to diplomatic
history and the growing area of neutrality studies

December 1941 2011-12-01
a comparative analysis of how world war i has been
remembered in film it looks at how national cinemas
were mobilised as part of the war effort and at how
subsequently film makers shaped the memory and
legacy of the war in later years it then takes a
comparative approach with case studies on britain the



united states and russia and includes essays which
examine the film production of other combatant
nations germany france italy australia canada and
poland the films examined include all quiet on the
western front gallipoli j accuse the grand illusion the
big parade westfront 1918 and regeneration as well as
lesser known titles from the period 1920 to 1990

The U.S. Navy in World War I
1999-09-30
the soviet union was the first nation to allow women
pilots to fly combat missions during world war ii the
red air force formed three all female units grouped
into separate fighter dive bomber and night bomber
regiments while also recruiting other women to fly
with mostly male units their amazing story fully
recounted for the first time by reina pennington
honors a group of fearless and determined women
whose exploits have not yet received the recognition
they deserve pennington chronicles the creation
organization and leadership of these regiments as well
as the experiences of the pilots navigators bomb
loaders mechanics and others who made up their
ranks all within the context of the soviet air war on
the eastern front these regiments flew a combined
total of more than 30 000 combat sorties produced at
least thirty heroes of the soviet union and included at
least two fighter aces among their ranks were women
like marina raskova the soviet amelia earhart a



renowned aviator who persuaded stalin in 1941 to
establish the all women regiments the daredevil night
witches who flew ramshackle biplanes on nocturnal
bombing missions over german frontlines and fighter
aces like liliia litviak whose twelve kills are largely
unknown in the west here too is the story of alexander
gridnev a fighter pilot twice arrested by the soviet
secret police before he was chosen to command the
women s fighter regiment going well beyond the
handful of uncritical journalistic or poorly documented
previous accounts pennington draws upon personal
interviews and the soviet archives to detail the
recruitment training and combat lives of these women
deftly mixinganecdote with analysis her work should
find a wide readership among scholars and buffs
interested in the history of aviation world war ii or the
russian military as well as anyone concerned with the
contentious debates surrounding military and combat
service for women

World War One: A Concise
History - The Great War
2019-02-21
using the recollections of 562 former paratroopers
breuer recreates the glory of world war ii airborne
battles it covers the events from may of 1940 when
america s understrength army did not have a single
paratrooper to the dramatic rise of the fledgling
airborne service that would become the largest and



most powerful in history

Scandinavia and the Great
Powers in the First World War
1999
in absolute war acclaimed historian and journalist
chris bellamy crafts the first full account since the fall
of the soviet union of world war ii s battle on the
eastern front one of the deadliest conflicts in history
the conflict on the eastern front fought between the
soviet union and nazi germany between 1941 and
1945 was the greatest most costly and most brutal
conflict on land in human history it was arguably the
single most decisive factor of the war and shaped the
postwar world as we know it in this magisterial work
bellamy outlines the lead up to the war in which the
fragile alliance between the two dictators was
unceremoniously broken and examines its far
reaching consequences arguing that the cost of
victory was ultimately too much for the soviet union to
bear with breadth of scope and a surfeit of new
information this is the definitive history of a conflict
whose reverberations are still felt today
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